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ABSTRACT

1. CONTENTS

In the last few years there has been an increased interest from
researchers and practitioners in exploring time as a dimension that
can benefit several information retrieval tasks. There is exciting
work in analyzing and exploiting temporal information embedded
in documents as relevance cues for the presentation, organization,
and the exploration of search results in a temporal context.

Enthusiasm on temporal information is on a continuous rise in the
community. This new interest motivated the organization of two
workshops at top information retrieval conferences to foster
expertise sharing and promote early research [1, 3]. This year
there was a comprehensive tutorial on temporal dynamics [2] and
a TREC is organizing a new task on temporal summarization [4].

Most of the current approaches focus on leveraging the temporal
information available in document sources like web pages or news
articles. However, the Web keeps evolving beyond simple web
pages and new information sources and services are adopted very
rapidly. For example, the incredible amount of content that is
generated by users in social networks offers another aspect to
examine how people produce and consume content over time.

Timelines are becoming more mainstream in many applications as
a way of displaying a list of events in chronological order. The
quality of tools for recognizing time is improving and users value
time for arranging information. The time is right to engage in this
exciting field of information management.
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